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how to

Build
Build

CoffeeBots
Written by

Build a
simple, programmable robot with
personality that’s
approachable
for all ages.
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a COST: $$

MATERIALS

» Gearmotors with wheels (2)
Solarbotics #GM8 with GMPW
wheel deal, solarbotics.com/
product/gmpw_deal
» Transistors, logic level MOSFET, 12N10L type (2) such as
Jameco #1071214, jameco.com
» Photoresistors, CdS, 250mW,
12k1—1M1 (2) such as Jameco
#120299
» Resistors, W, 150k1 (2)
» Arduino Uno or Leonardo
microcontroller board Maker
Shed item #MKSP11 or MKSP15,
makershed.com
» Battery holder with switch, 9V,
with separate coax power plug
Maker Shed #MSBAT1
» Battery, 9V
» Header, male, 36- or 40-pin
such as Jameco #68339 or
#160882. You’ll break off 20 pins,
or 26 if you add an LED.
» Wire, solid core Get 6 or 7 colors,
or use colored tape to identify
the wires. I use black, red, white,
green, blue, yellow, and purple.
» Craft sticks, wood, 6"×¾":
solid (6) and notched (2)
» Wine corks (2)
» Bottle caps, plastic (2)
» Coffee can, 10oz or 12oz
» Cable ties (10) aka zip ties
» Decorative bits Use recycled
material, broken toys, googly
eyes, and other fun bits to
personalize your robot.
OPTIONAL, FOR ADDING LEDS:
» LED, jumbo, green Jameco
#2152104
» LED, jumbo, red Jameco
#2152112
» Resistors, W, 2201 (2)
such as Jameco #690700

I

created CoffeeBots to observe chaotic
behavior, by programming a bunch of
them with subtle differences and a few
choices — for example, how to respond to light
sensors — and then turning them loose. To
distinguish one from another, I named them
after celebrities or historical figures and gave
them each their own personality and style.
I discovered that their interactions can create
patterns that resemble our own social behavior!

TOOLS

» Hot glue gun with glue sticks
» Soldering iron, fine,
with solder
» Wire strippers
» Pliers

OPTIONAL:
» Helping hands tool
» Magnifying glass
» Multimeter
» Battery, coin cell
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a TIME: 8–12 HOURS
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Wiring Diagram

(drawing 4)

KEY
Represents hot glue
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Note: Duplicate the light sensor, motor, and transistor for each side.

Motors

BLACK — All connections to the robot’s
ground terminal: battery pack ground,
source pin transistor, Arduino ground,
sensors ground.
RED — All connections to the robot’s +9V
terminal: the top terminal of each motor,
the battery pack, and Arduino power.
WHITE — From the gate pin of each
transistor to its respective Arduino digital
I/O pin (pins 3 and 5).
BLUE — From the bottom terminal of each
motor to the drain pin of its transistor.
YELLOW — All connections to the
robot’s +5V terminal: from one leg of
each photoresistor, and from the
Arduino’s 5V pin.
GREEN — From the signal junction of
each light sensor to its respective Arduino
analog input pin (pins 0 and 2).
PURPLE (optional) — From the Arduino’s
pin 9 to the LED’s resistor.
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1. Wire the motors.

Attach a wheel to each motor shaft (Figure B).
Position the motor heads facing each other. Strip the ends
of 2 red and 2 blue wires, and hook these into the copper
terminals: a blue wire to the bottom and a red wire to the top
terminal of each motor. Solder all 4 connections (Figure C).
Hot-glue the wires to the motors for strain relief, as shown in
the wiring diagram (Figure A).
Caution: Take care not to rest the hot soldering iron on the plastic motor body,
and not to overheat the copper terminals. Also, it’s wise to cover connections with
electrical tape or heat-shrink tubing to avoid short circuits.

Gunther Kirsch

B

Each CoffeeBot is constructed from household materials
that give it its own unique characteristics. Functionality comes
from motors, sensors, wires, and an Arduino microcontroller
for a brain. You can easily program your robot to detect light,
to follow it or run away from it, to turn this way or that (by adjusting the timing of the motors), and to blink its LED light in
whatever patterns you choose.
This robot was designed to get the most amount of robotic
behavior for the least amount of coding, the least amount of
money, and the fewest number of parts. And to be built by
someone with the least amount of experience, in as little time
as possible. You can definitely do this!

2. Build the chassis.

Hot-glue one 6" solid craft stick across the top of both motors,
and one across the bottom, for structural support.
For front-and-back stability, hot-glue a third craft stick
perpendicular to the first 2 (Figure D). At each end, hotglue the wine corks and bottle caps as shown in the chassis
diagram (Figure E).
Note: Make the front cork slightly shorter than the rear cork, and allow the chassis to teeter. This ensures that the wheels will always be in contact with the ground.
Place your favorite coffee can on top of the chassis. Glue
additional pieces of craft sticks as necessary to strengthen
the connection between the chassis and the can.

3. Mount the terminal strip.

Front view

Side view

E

F

This is where multiple connections are made to the positive
voltages (+9V and +5V) and to ground. Build the terminal post
by gluing 2 small pieces of cork between a notched craft stick
and a solid craft stick, then glue the solid stick to the back of
the coffee can as shown in (Figure F).
Label the notched stick for the 3 different terminal posts,
from top to bottom: +9V, +5V, and Ground.
G

4. Make 2 light
sensors.

Each sensor is made up of a
photoresistor connected in
series with a fixed resistor.
Twist one leg of each component together, add a green
wire, and solder the junction.
The green wire will carry the
signal from the light sensor.
Now solder the loose leg of
the fixed resistor to a black
wire, and the loose leg of the
photoresistor to a yellow wire
(Figure G).
Hot-glue each light sensor
to a solid craft stick, then glue
the stick to the can to make
the robot’s arms (Figure H).
Note: These resistors aren’t polarized, so their orientation doesn’t matter
when you solder them together. But the
assembled light sensor is polarized;
you’ll connect it in the correct orientation in Steps 8 and 9.

H
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5. Wire the transistors.

Look at the component with the tab up, the 3 legs down,
and the part numbers facing you.
The left leg of the transistor is called the gate. Strip a
white wire, twist the stripped end tightly around the gate
leg, and solder.
The middle leg is the drain. Strip, twist, and solder the
blue wire coming from one of the motors.
The right leg is the source. Solder it to a black wire.
Note: Make sure the wires don’t touch; you can bend the legs slightly to
separate them (Figure I).
Wire the second transistor and motor the same way.

I

6. Mount the battery pack.

Depending on where you choose to mount the battery pack,
you may need to extend its 2 wires to reach the terminal strip;
they’re typically not very long. Hot-glue the battery pack in
place (Figure J).
Wrap the black wire a few times around the Ground terminal
location you marked, then strip its end to create your Ground
terminal post.
Repeat with the red wire to create your 9V terminal post.
Important: Don’t put the battery in until you’re done wiring the robot and
programming the Arduino.

J

7. Solder the power plug.

Unscrew the DC power plug’s cover and expose the 2 terminals. Solder a red wire to the inner terminal (+), and connect
the other end to the +9V terminal post. Solder a black wire to
the outer terminal (–) and connect it to the Ground terminal
post (Figure K).
Caution: Put electrical tape between the 2 terminals to avoid having them
touch and short circuit.
Important: Thread the wires through the plug’s cover before soldering them
to the robot’s terminal strip, so that you can screw it back on.

K

8. Connect the terminal posts.

Wire the remaining terminal strip connections, following Figure A. At your 9V terminal post, solder together the red wire
from the battery pack, the 2 red wires from the top of the motors, and the red wire from the Arduino’s power plug.
For your 5V terminal, solder the 2 yellow wires from the light
sensors, as well as a new yellow wire (which you’ll connect to
the Arduino’s 5V pin in just a minute). You can wrap this new
wire around the terminal strip to make it stay put.
And at the Ground terminal post, connect the black wire
from the battery pack to the 2 black wires from the right legs
of the transistors, the 2 black wires from the light sensors, and
the black wire from the Arduino’s power plug (Figure L).
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Note: To avoid short circuits from exposed bare wires,

only strip as much wire as is necessary to connect to
your terminals.
Now you can tidy up your wires using the
zip ties, and glue the transistors to the wooden arms if you wish.

9. Solder the headers for
the Arduino.

Break off 3 strips of male header pins to fit
the Arduino board’s female headers for Power
(6 pins), Analog In (6 pins), and Digital I/O
pins 0–7 (8 pins). These male headers have
one row of short pins, to which you’ll solder
your wires, and one row of longer pins, which
you’ll plug into the Arduino.
In the Power block, solder the free wire
from the robot’s +5V terminal post to your 5V
header pin.
In the Digital block, solder the white wires
from the 2 transistor gates to your Digital 3
and 5 header pins.
In the Analog block, solder the green signal
wires from the 2 light sensors to your Analog
0 and 2 header pins (Figure M).
The schematic diagram (Figure N) shows

how these
connections
work (for one
side only).
Tips: Solder the
wires to the headers before you
O
plug the headers
into the Arduino.
To avoid short circuits, make sure the wires don’t touch adjacent pins; I have intentionally avoided using adjacent pins to
give you more room to work.
It isn’t necessary to twist the wires around
the pins; it’s best to strip only 1", apply solder
separately to the wire and the pin, and finally,
touch the wire to the pin and remelt the solder
to form a good connection (Figure O).
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10. Add an LED (optional).

Solder a black wire to the negative leg of the
LED, typically indicated by a shorter leg and/
or a flat spot on the LED’s plastic dome.
Solder one end of a 2201 resistor to the
positive leg of the LED. Solder a purple wire
to the loose end of the 2201 resistor, forming
a series circuit (Figure P).
Solder the other end of the wire to a male
header pin in the Arduino’s Digital block.
You might wish to make an additional male
header for Digital pins 8–13, and use pin 9
for the LED.
Solder the black (–) wire to the robot’s
Ground terminal post. Then glue the LED
wherever you want it on the robot (Figure Q).

R

coffee can and wires. Give them a personality
you can see — a wheel that wobbles and
drags a little to one side, or an LED that sort
of hangs there like a weird antenna!
Now’s the time to go nuts with hot glue
and googly eyes, pirate flags, or whatever bits
you’d like to add to make it unique and fun.

Use It

Put a battery in, plug the power plug into the
Arduino, and switch on the battery pack.
The CoffeeBot Arduino program makes
your robot either seek or avoid light, depending on how it’s wired up. Shine a flashlight, or
hold your hand over a light sensor, to change
the robot’s behavior.
If you added the optional LED, the program
will make the robot’s LED light up whenever
The Arduino microcontroller will process all the the sensors measure equal brightness.
Try out this simple code first, and then
inputs and outputs and control your CoffeeBot.
Download and install the Arduino environment start modifying it to give your robot the
on your computer, following the instructions at personality you desire. Position the LED so
that other CoffeeBots can perceive the light,
arduino.cc/en/Guide/HomePage.
and see if they’ll react to it according to their
Then download the CoffeeBot code from
own programming!
bit.ly/coffeebot, and upload the correct verI designed the CoffeeBot as a platform
sion (with our without an LED) to your board.
for experimentation by adding other sensors.
Maybe you’d like to add bump sensors, or
distance measuring sensors, or infrared LEDs
Use the coffee can’s plastic lid as a tray for
and detectors.
the Arduino, securing it with zip ties.
With these additional sensors, and suitable
If your lid is metal, then make a tray from
programming, it would be possible for robots
craft sticks, plastic, or other nonconductive
to identify other robots and to follow, lead,
material to avoid short-circuiting the board.
or communicate with them! a
Plug your male headers into the corresponding female headers on the Arduino
(Figure R). Now your CoffeeBot has a brain.

11. Program your Arduino.

12. Install the brain.

13. Give it nutty flavor.

CoffeeBots aren’t just robots made with a
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BIO

Judy Aime’ Castro (judy@teachmetomake.com)
is a tinkerer, artist, and collaborator with Teach Me
to Make.

CoffeeBot Code
Here’s the basic CoffeeBot code for your Arduino. If you installed the optional LED,
get that version of the code at bit.ly/coffeebot:
/*
This program makes your robot either seek light or avoid light, depending on how
it is wired up.
/61%&0-/,$/*ƭ/01Ǥ+!1%"+01/1*,!&#6&+$&11,$&3"6,2//,,11%"
personality you desire.
%&+"Ʈ0%)&$%1Ǥ,/%,)!6,2/%+!,3"/)&$%10"+0,/Ǥ1, %+$"1%"
behavior.
Other examples and suggestions are on our website.
*/
void setup()
{
ȇȇ"11%"*,!",#1%"!&$&1)-&+01,,21-2101,!/&3"1%"*,1,/0
ȇȇȁ1%"+),$&+-210/"21,*1& ))6&+-210+!0,!,+ǯ1+""!1,"0"1Ȃ
pinMode( 3, OUTPUT );
pinMode( 5, OUTPUT );
}
void loop()
{
// Compare the two light sensors
&#ȁ+),$"!ȁǏȂʝ+),$"!ȁǑȂȂ
ȇȇ #,+")&$%10"+0,/%0*,/")&$%11%+1%",1%"/ǣǣǣ
{
!&$&1)/&1"ȁǒǤȂǦȇȇ12/+1%&0*,1,/,##ǣǣǣ
!&$&1)/&1"ȁǔǤ
ȂǦȇȇ+!1%&0*,1,/,+1,12/+&+,+"!&/" 1&,+
}
else // otherwise ...
{
digitalWrite( 3, HIGH ); // turn this motor on
!&$&1)/&1"ȁǔǤȂǦȇȇ+!1%&0*,1,/,##1,12/+&+1%",1%"/!&/" 1&,+
}
}
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